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My research of leadership 

Three example of grate leaders 

Che Guevara who is the leader of Cuba revolution   

Ho Chi Min who brought independence to Vietnam  

Ghandi who fought for India independence  

 

What is the common point of four of them? 

First, They studied and learned a lot 

Che Guevara studied in master degree and he read a lot of and many kinds of books. 

Even thought he was in war zone to fight, he still brought more than 20Kg books to 

improve his knowledge. 

Ho Chi Min when he was child, he studied Chinese thorough 論語. And he also studied 

in French and UK to study French, English and so on. 

Ghandi he was studied in UK to be lower and did it in south Africa. 

 

So I would like to say that they had will to learn so they got a lot of knowledge which 

could help themselves to get leadership. 

 

Second, they have strong Vison  

They all has one strong vison that Bring independence and self-determination to their 

own country to get human rights. 

 

So how can they get such kind of vision? 

 

Last, they did trip or stay in abroad 

Che Guevara travel around south America and saw Bolivia revolution and felt freedom 

when he finished university. So he decided to bring this freedom to his country to free 

people from dictatorship government and effects of The US through communism. 

Ho Chi Min was in abroad around 30 years. Such as French, UK, US, Algeria and so on. 

Because he wanted to see the world. And he found out the situation of Vietnam and how 

worse it is. 

Ghandi was studied in UK to be lower and worked in South Africa. While he was 

working there, he faced to a lot of discrimination from whites such as apartheid. So he 

decided to fight for such people. 



So they got open-mind through travel.in fact, there is theory to prove it. According to A 

study from the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, it found that people who 

lived abroad were 20 percent more likely to solve complex problems than those who 

didn’t. 

The reason is simply seeing different cultures and new ideas expands your brain. As a 

famous quote says that the mind, once stretched by a new idea, never returns to its 

original dimensions. 

The same study also found that people who traveled regularly were more open to new 

experiences. The more open-minded you are, the more willing to experience different 

cultures and embrace new perspectives. 

And also travel helps you to be humble. 

 

So now I can say that their leadership is not natural born but acquired ability brought by 

self-learning. Because if they didn’t travel and get open-mind, how they can get vison, 

think about their people and help them and got a lot of support. If they didn’t have 

attitude to learn, how they can get knowledge to do political movement. 

  

Leadership and popular person in class room 

Every class room has one or two popular person who is always surrounded by class 

mates and seemed to be center of class and lead classmates as leader. So they have 

leadership? I would like to say NO.  

Because of the difference between their character and leadership one, communication 

skills, grate vision, open mind, professional skills, risk taking, empowerment members 

and inspiring members are required for leadership. But in my experience and observing 

of popular person in class, they just have good communication skills but not others at 

all.so just being popular in class room doesn’t mean that the person has leadership. 


